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MESSAGE FROM HONORARY SECRETARY
Dear Members,

We have passed the mid year mark and hope that everyone is in the midst of an exciting year in 2015! The key event for the
Society during this quarter would most certainly have been RadiologyAsia 2015, which was successfully convened at Changi
Expo from 14-16 May 2015. The theme for this year?s meeting was ?Advancing Radiology in Curing Cancer?. This meeting was
truly exciting as it saw more than 300 delegates and 3 days of interesting multidisciplinary lectures including sub-specialty
tracks such as prostate, breast, gastrointestinal, neurology and head and neck. The next ASM committee has already been
formed. Dr Lawrence Quek from TTSH is the Organizing Chair for the event. It is slated to take place in Academia, SGH from
19th to 21st Feb 2016. The Singapore Congress of Radiology 2016 theme is ?Challenges in Diagnosis, Complications in
Intervention?.
The Residents?Night is scheduled for 21st August 2015 at Hungry Heroes, the first Superhero and Pop Art Themed Restaurant
in Singapore. It will be a night of fellowship amongst the residents, faculty and program directors of the various sponsor
institutions and residency programs. We are planning a social event later this year, and have had preliminary discussions
with wine vendors. The details of this will be revealed in the upcoming newsletter.
As we head into the remaining half of 2015, we thank you and look forward to your continued support of the SRS and its
activities. Wishing everyone a great year ahead!
Dr Tan Cher Heng
Honorary Secretary
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HIGHLIGHTS
24t h Annual Scient if ic Meet ing
The 24th Annual Scientific Meeting was well attended by over 300 delegates from Singapore
and the region, revolving around the theme ?Advancing Radiology in Curing Cancer.? A total
of 25 tracks and 2 plenary lectures covering topics ranging from Abdominal Imaging, Head
Neck, IR, Liver Cancer and Breast Cancer were presented over 3 days by more than 130
speakers from 12 countries. The KSR-SRS MSK Symposium also took place on Day 1 of the
conference. Dr Chou Hong from Khoo Teck Puat Hospital, Singapore and Prof Ja-Young Choi
from National University Hospital, Korea presented the welcome remarks at the MSK track
chaired by Dr Ian Tsou from Mount Elizabeth Hospital.
American Inst it ut e f or Radiol ogic Pat hol ogy
Course (AIRP Course)

Dr Pua Uei, SRS
PResident, at Opening
Ceremony

Dr Mark Murphey and Dr Jennifer Harvey
from the American Institute for Radiologic
Pathology discussed topics like MR Imaging, Musculoskeletal
Infections and case reviews with an engaging crowd over this
2-day course.
Korean Society of Radiology (KSR) &
Singapore Radiological Society (SRS)
at the KSR-SRS MSK Symposium
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HIGHLIGHTS
Gal a Dinner and Awards Ceremony
The Gal a Dinner and Awards Ceremony for the SRS & CRS Lifetime
Achievement Awards and Best Oral Presentation was well attended by
medical professionals from the Radiology community. Dr Pua Uei and Assoc
Prof Tchoyoson Lim each gave an opening address and welcome address
respectively to the audience. Dr Chua Eu Tiong, Senior Consultant, Division of
Radiation Oncology, National Cancer Centre Singapore, gave an interesting
insight at the FY Khoo Lecture. The SRS/ CRS Lifetime Achievement Awards
was presented to Dr Chua Eu Jin, Dr Kho Kwang Mui and Prof Lenny Tan to
recognise their contributions.

2015 FY Khoo Lecture by
Dr Chua Eu Tiong, National Cancer Centre

SRS/ CRS Lifetime Awards
(from left to right)

Dr Chua Eu Jun, Dr Kho Kwang Mui and
Prof Lenny Tan
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HIGHLIGHTS
Facul t y Dinner @ Whit e Rabbit
Ms. Ng Whey Whey, Assistant Director of SingEx Exhibitions and Dr.
Daniel Tan, Chairman of the 24th SRS ASM welcomed the faculty
members by thanking them for joining this year?s scientific meeting.
Faculty members connected and chilled out at The White Rabbit,
amidst a gourmet dinner and a jazz performance.
Radiol ogyAsia 2017
RadiologyAsia returns in May 2017. We look forward to seeing you
again.
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AFTERNOTE
Dear Colleagues,
A few months ago I wrote to update you about our plans and status of this year?s ASM which we branded as
?RadiologyAsia?, that was to be held together with a radiology trade exhibition, with an eye towards developing an
Asian equivalent of the RSNA annual meeting. In a wink of an eye, the event took place on the 14-16th May 2015,
and to our pleasant surprise, with over more than 300 local and foreign delegates attending! Even till our final
planning meeting the week before, we were bracing to pull through the event, reminding ourselves that regardless
of outcome, we should be focused on creating an enjoyable and memorable experience for the invited speakers and
delegates, regardless of turnout. Well, it looked like most had a great time, but yes, there were many things we could
do better, and we will be doing an AAR to learn from this experience and give everyone a report when it?s done. Till
then, here are some nuggets we took home. Firstly, it takes a collective effort to be successful for an event pitched at
this scale. While credit and appreciation goes to the team comprising of both SRS members and Singex
representatives, it must be noted that everyone within the radiology, radiation oncology and nuclear medicine fraternities lent their support
and did their best to contribute as speakers, presenters, delegates and hosts. This led to a unique event which was international in terms of
scientific quality, yet local and warm in terms of experience and hospitality.
Second, it takes a steely focus on science and quality to draw delegates. We had foreign delegates as far as from Switzerland who were
willing travel and register for the meeting because of the impressive list of speakers we had invested in to create a comprehensive
multi-disciplinary scientific program. It was also the quality of the program that held the meeting together and ensured the delegates
remained engaged. Many tracks overran their time because delegates were enjoying their Q&A sessions. We promise to continue working to
meet our local needs and expectations. Lastly, this event showed us that there is indeed interest in both the local and regional fraternities
to pursue good science, academic discussions and networking across professions, institutions and countries. Indeed, such a meeting
provides the platform for these needs to be met and hopefully the SRS continues to extend our reach beyond our shores by building on this.
In conclusion, I wish to extend all the congratulations and appreciation I have received from speakers and delegates to all members of the
SRS. This was indeed an event we can proudly call our own and it was successful only because you believed enough in the cause to put in
the efforts required. I ask that you continue to keep your feedback coming and as Lawrence and Apoorva commence planning for the 2016
and 2017 meetings, give them the support that you so kindly extended to me.
Dr Daniel Tan
Organising Chairman
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AMERICAN ROENTGEN RAY SOCIETY (ARRS)
Free ARRS Review Article for SRS Members
In recognition of the ARRS/ SRS global partnership, the ARRS International Outreach Publications
Liaison, Dr. Norman Beauchamp, has selected an article from the June issue of the AJR for SRS
members.
This article is freely available to SRS members to June - August 2015:
Approach to Very Small (< 1.5 cm) Cystic Renal Lesions: Ignore, Observe, or Treat?
AJR; 204: 1182-1189
http:/ / www.ajronline.org/ doi/ abs/ 10.2214/ AJR.15.14357

Discounted ARRS Membership for SRS Members
The American Roentgen Ray Society, the first and oldest radiology society in the United States, is offering a special online membership of
USD 50 yearly membership for SRS members (usual price USD 315 yearly). The AAR membership benefits includes:
· Clinical and Education Journal

· Member Publications

· Member Involvement Opportunities

· Live and Online Learning Opportunity

Join Now! Online application is available at www.arrs.org/ Membership/ apply/ apply.cfm
Enter the following promotion code:
· SRSTRN: If you are in-training to receive complimentary online only international in-training membership
· SRSMEM: If you are in practice to receive a significantly reduced rate for online only international membership in recognition of the
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CASE DISCUSSION
HISTORY
5A 41 year old woman complained of headache which worsened on standing up and improved when she was recumbent.
Lumbar puncture (LP) showed unrecordable opening pressure but CSF examination was normal. What is the diagnosis?
FLAIR image (A) shows bilaterally
symmetrical, thin, hyperintense,
subdural fluid collections; and
contrast-enhanced T1-weighted images
show diffuse, uniform, smooth
enhancement of all the dural surfaces,
including the falx and tentorium (B).

Contiibuted by:
Dr CC Tchoyoson Lim
Neuroradiology, National Neuroscience
Institute

St and a chance t o win prize vouchers!
Send your diagnosis to admin@srs.org.sg with your name, institution and contact details by 31 Jul y March 2015. Open to all residents,
MOs and associate consultants only. 3 winners will be drawn from all correct entries. Winners and answer will be announced at the next
issue.
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PREVIOUSCASE DISCUSSION
HISTORY
56 year old Chinese man with no significant past medical history presented with 2 weeks history of fever and lower back pain. The full
blood count showed elevated white cell count at 23.7 x 109/ L.
What is the diagnosis?

ANSWER
A saccular aneurysm is seen arising
eccentrically from the left anterolateral aspect
of the abdominal aorta. Peri-aortic soft tissue
thickening and fat-stranding are also noted.
Given the clinical history of fever, the findings
are in keeping with a mycotic aortic aneurym
The patient subsequently underwent covered
endovascular reconstruction of the aortic bifurcation (CERAB) and was started on long term antibiotics.
It is pertinent to recognise MAA because they can increase dramatically in size within a short time-frame. Patients with
ruptured MAAs have a poor prognosis with a 63% ?100% mortality rate.
Lee WK, Mossop PJ, Little AF et-al. Infected (mycotic) aneurysms: spectrum of imaging appearances and management. Radiographics. 2008;28 (7): 1853-68.

WINNER
- Saravana Kumar S, Resident, SingHealth (SGH Nuclear Medicine)
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ANNOUNCEMENT - MEMBERSHIP CHANGES
Introduction of Life Membership
Following the constitutional amendments at the last 2014 Annual General Meeting, held on 1 March 2014, we now introduce a new
category - LIFE membership.

WHAT IS IT?
Life members are ordinary members with continuous fee payment of 15-years. Members will not need to pay any membership fees once
they have been converted to Life members.
WHO IS ELIGIBLE?
Only Ordinary members are eligible for Life membership.
WHY SHOULD I CONVERT TO LIFE MEMBERSHIP?
You will not be affected by any membership fee increase once you have converted to Life membership. At the 2014 AGM, it was also
approved that membership fees may be subject to changes (increase). The current membership fee for Ordinary members is $ 20.00. You
should take advantage of the existing membership fees now.
HOW DO I CONVERT MY MEMBERSHIP?
For new approved members, you can make a lump sum payment of $ 300 and you will be converted to Life member immediately. For
existing members, you only need to top up your membership payment to 15 years to be converted based on your past payment records.
Contact the SRS secretariat at admin@srs.org.sg to check your membership status.
HOW DO I MAKE PAYMENT FOR MY MEMBERSHIP?
For the convenience of our members, we have now introduce a online credit card payment via PayPal. Our secretariat will send you the
link for payment once you indicate your interest to convert to Life member. For more information, you can call 6618 2235 or email
admin@srs.org.sg.
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SRSMEMBERSHIP
Membership Benefits

Membership Payment

Join SRS and enjoy the following benefits as our member:

Have you made payment for your SRS membership?

- Discount on registrations at Annual Scientific Meetings
- Free / Discounted group membership in affiliated
overseas societies e.g. CIRSE, ESR, AAR, AOSR & KCR
- Discounted registrations at conferences organised by
affiliated overseas societies e.g. CIRSE, ESR, AAR, AOSR
& KCR
- Access to SRS travel/ research fund for conference
presentations and research funding
- SRS Lee Foundation Fellowship for short term
overseas fellowship training

- You can now make payment for 5 years via cheque or
GIRO or via credit card with PayPal
- You can now sign up for Life membership (15 years or
more of subscription)
- Contact SRS Secretariat at admin@srs.org.sg for more
details
- Members Update - To update your particulars, email to
admin@srs.org.sg
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Local Conferences/ Events

Overseas Conferences/ Events

Nucl ear Medicine Updat e

71t h Korean Congress of Radiol ogy

6 - 8 August 2015 | Holiday Inn Atrium

9 - 12 September 2015 | Seoul, Korea

www.num.org.sg

SRS Abdominal Imaging Subsect ion Meet ing
19 August 2015 | Conference Room, CGH

www.kcr4u.org/ index.html

CIRSE 2015
26 - 30 September 2015 | Lisbon, Portugal

SRS Resident 's Night

www.cirse.org

21 August 2015 | Hungry Heroes

15t h Advanced Neuroradiol ogy Course
15 - 16 October 2015 | Theatrette, Tan Tock Seng Hospital

Singapore Radiological Society
1 Robinson Road
#13-00 Far East Finance Building
Singapore 048545
Phone: +65.6618.2235
Fax: +65.6886.9536
E-mail: admin@srs.org.sg

